
Black Stone Konark Temple
Wheel For Home Decor
Sculpture 5.5 in
Read More
SKU: 01378
Price: ₹2,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Decor, Objects
Tags: Decorative Statues for Home, gifting statue,
Konark Wheels Sculpture for Home, office decorations,
statue for home decor, Table Top Idols, Table Top
Statues

Product Description

The Black stone Konark Temple Wheel has been intricately designed to maintain the integrity of
the original design. Make an elegant statement with the 5.5 inches better work on tiny decor
space. Material: Black Soapstone Sculpture Dimension(HWL): 5.5 x 5 x 1.2 inch
About the beautiful structure:

The elegantly carved wheel is installed in the wide base for batter stability.
The wheel is detachable from its substructure. The spokes of the wheel have also been
carved with similar decorations at the bottom.
The magnificent sculpture is made by the brilliant craftsman of CRAFTS ODISHA, where
stone carving is famous throughout the world for its complex design and stone engraving.

Time representation of time: The Konark wheel 

The wheel represents the passage of time. Consisting of 8 thick spokes and thin spokes,
which depicts the Prahars (three-hour periods) of a day, adding up to 24 hours, which is a
day.
The wheel of the chariot is interpreted as the wheel of life, same as the wheel of
Karma(Dharma Chakra of Buddha) Which represents the cycle of creation, preservation,
and achievement of realization.
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The wheel is a major attraction of the tourists, delicately decorated around their axis and
peripheries having a similar design at the bottom.

Few ideas to place the elegant stone sculptures:

The eyeful stone sculptures can be easily fit on the shelf, cupboard, and showcase in your
living room and office.
situate the decorative stone on your study table, reception desk, coffee table, and office
chamber.
Why not gift it to your dear one on their special occasion.

Guide for dusting the decorative stone:

The seemly statue is made of Black soapstone.
Dust the statue by cleaning it with a piece of cloth over the surface.
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